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METROPOLITAN 
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Form 693 

TOTAL POLICING 

Form for Applying for a Summary Licence Review 
Application for the review of a premises licence under section 53A of the Licensing Act 2003 

(premises associated with serious crime, serious disorder or both) 

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS FIRST 

Before completing this form please read the guidance notes at the end of the form. If you are completing the form by 
hand please write legibly in block capitals. In all cases ensure that your answers are inside the boxes and written in 
black ink. 
Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Insert name and address of relevant licensing authority and its reference number: 

Name: London Borough of Brent 

Address: 

Brent Civic Centre, Engineers Way 

Post town: Wembley Postcode: HA9 OFJ 

Ref. No.: 

I ,..PCjy|]chael[Su^ 
on behalf of the chief officer of police for the Metropolitan Police area apply for the review of a premises 
licence under section 53A of the Licensing Act 2003. 

1. Premises details 

Postal address of premises or club premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description: 

Greenes Bar, 362-364 Neasden Lane 

Post town: Neasden T/?®!*̂ ®?®' NW10 0BT Post code: 
(if known) 

2. Premises licence details 

Name of premises licence holder or club holding club premises certificate (if known): 

Mr. Timothy Sheahan 

Number of premises licence or club premises certificate (if known): 

155412 

3. Certificate under section 53A(1)(b) of the Licensing Act 2003 (Please read guidance note 1) 

I confirm that a certificate has been given by a senior member of the police force for the police area above 
that in his opinion the above premises are associated with serious crime or serious disorder or both, and the 
certificate accompanies this application. 

Please tick the box to confirm: | ^ 



PROTECTIVE MARKING 

4. Details of associat ion of the above premises wi th serious cr ime, serious disorder or both 
(Please read guidance note 2) 
On the 21/05/2017 poUce were called to Greene's Bar Neasden to a large disturbance and one male unconscious and another male 

with a facial woimd, on poUce arrival they found a male with head injuries and unresponsive, male was treated by ambulance drew 
and taken to St Marys Hospital, it later transpired that he had serious head trauma, collapsed lung and several broken ribs. 
A fight started in the pub after the barmaid asked a group of six Eastern Europeans to drink up and stop playing pool they became 

aggressive and threw something at her which hit her in the face, one of the males then threatened her with a pool cue and a pint 
glass, other people became involved and tried to help the barmaid who by this tune was trying to get the males out of the door, one 
of the group grabbed the barmaid around the throat and it was it this point other patrons picked up pool cues and started to fight the 
group of six males, fightuig continued and another male had a glass thrown at him causing a deep cut to his face the fight continued 
outside where one of the group who was helping the barmaid got locked outside the pub and was punched and kicked to the floor, 
the group can be seen on the pubs CCTV footage kicking and ptmching the male in the head as he lay unconscious on the floor. 
The pub was recently the subject of a licensing review after serious disorder and numerous breaches to its Hcence conditions, and 

opening way beyond its licensable hours, police on that occasion asked for the licence to be revoked however the committee 
decided to suspend the licence for three months, this incident has happened during the 21 appeal process allowed by the legislation. 
PoHce would ask that several interim steps be put in place to reduce any fijrther risk of serious Violence imtil a full review 

hearing can take place, namely l.An ID scanner shall be utilised at the premises to check all customers who wish to gain entry to 
the premises. The customer will provide appropriate proof of identification. The information collected shall include photo ID, the 
person's name, and date of birth shall be added to the database. Any person refiising to allow their data to be added to the database 
shall be refused entry. 
This will assist poHce Avith any enquires if an incident occurs, and help deter and person from causing trouble. 
2. A door supervisors shall be employed from one hour before closing time on Friday, Saturday and Simday until the pub closes 
and all patrons are off the premises 
. This will assist bar staff in closing the bar where patrons are refusing to leave. 
This is deemed an appropriate and proportionate measure m view of the above evidence and to reduce any further threat to the 
public's safety and the prevention of crime and disorder Ucensing objectives. 

Signature of appl icant 

Signature: 

Capacity: 

Date: 25th May 2017 

Licensing Constable - Brent Police Licensing Unit 

Contact details for matters concerning th is appl icat ion 

Surname: Sullivan First Names: 

Address: 

Brent Civic Centre, 5th Floor, Engineers Way, Wembley Middlesex 

Post town: Wembley Post code: 

Tel. No.: 0208 733 3206 Email: 

Michael 

HA9 OFJ 

michael.sullivan3@met.police.uk 

Notes for guidance 

1. A certificate of the kind mentioned in the form must accompany the application in order for it to be valid under the 
terms of the Licensing Act 2003. The certificate must explicitly state the senior officer's opinion that the premises 
in question are associated with serious crime, serious disorder or both. 
Serious crime is defined by reference to section 81 of the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000. In 
summary, it means: 
• conduct that amounts to one or more criminal offences for which a person who has attained the age of 

eighteen and has no previous convictions could reasonably be expected to be sentenced to imprisonment for 
a term of three years or more; or 

• conduct that amounts to one or more criminal offences and involves the use of violence, results in substantial 
financial gain or is conduct by a large number of persons in pursuit of a common purpose. 
Serious disorder is not defined in legislation, and so bears its ordinary English meaning. 

mailto:michael.sullivan3@met.police.uk
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1. Briefly describe the circumstances giving rise to the opinion that the above premises are associated with serious 
crime, serious disorder, or both. 

Retention Period: 7 years 
MP 146/12 
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Certificate under Section 53A(1)(b) of the Licensing Act 2003 

Metropolitan Police Service | New Scotland | Yard 8-10 Broadway | London | SW1H OBG 

I hereby certify that in my opinion the premises described below are associated with: 
both serious crime and serious disorder 

Premises (Include business name and address and any other relevant identifying details): 

Postal address of premises or club premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description: 

Greenes Bar, 362-364 Neasden Lane 

Post town: Neasden L"!!':''"""'' NW10 0BT 

Premises licence number (if known): 

155412 

Name of premises supervisor (if known): 

Mr. Timothy Sheahan 

Post code: 
(If known) 

I am a Superintendent* in the Metropolitan Police Service. 

*insert rank of officer giving tine certificate, which must be superintendent or above. 

I am giving this certificate because I am of the opinion that other procedures under the 
Licensing Act are inappropriate in this case because: 

(Give a brief description of why other procedures such as a standard review process are thought to be inappropriate, e.g. the 
degree of seriousness of the crime and/or disorder, the past history of compliance in relation to the premises concerned) 

I am giving this certificate because I am of the opinion that other procedures under the Licensing 
Act 2003 are inappropriate in this case because: 

The premises has a long track record of both crime and disorder. Most recently it was the 
subject of a review where Brent Police Licensing team provided evidence of Crime and Disorder 
at the venue, numerous breaches to it licence were found, and the pub opening past its 
licensable hours, opening until the early hours of the morning, this was the second review of the 
premises licence in as many years. 

It is not felt suitable for a standard review as there has been a serious incident of violence where 
two males have received serious injuries, and bar staff have also been assaulted. As a result of 

this incident police feel that interim steps 
are needed to reduce the risk of further serious violence 

This is deemed an appropriate and proportiante measure in view of the evidence and to reduce any 
further threat to the public safety and the prevention of crime and disorder licensing objectives. 



PROTECTIVE MARKING 

Signature 

Signature: ^\/S... Date: 25/S/)1^ 
Retention Period: "^yep^s 
MP 147/12 



London Borough of Brent 

Decision of the Alcohol and Entertainment Licensing Sub-Committee (C) following a 
hearing on 04 [Vlay 2017 at Brent Civic Centre, Engineers Way, Wembley HA9 OFJ 

NOTICE OF DECISION 

PREMISES 
Greene's Bar 
362-362 
Neasden Lane North 
NWIO OBT 

1. Members of the Sub-Committee 

Councillors Long (Chair), Harrison, iVIcLeish 

2. The Application 

The application is for a Police Review of the premises. 

3. Representation 

The Police were represented by PC Sullivan. The licence holder Mr Sheahan was present 
and represented by Mr Sutherland. Ms Sharon Mullarkey was also present. 

4. The Hearing 

PC Sullivan explained that in July 2015 a review of the premise was undertaken. The 
concern at that point was that the premises were opening outside their operating hours. 
As a result of that review, Mr Sheahan was removed as the DPS. 

It was submitted that, since then, the Police have seen a reoccurrence of the same 
problems i.e. failure to adhere to the licensing hours. 

On the 8 August 2015, which was less than a month after the first review, the Noise 
Team visited the premises at 23:19 and observed a two piece band playing which was 
clearly audible from the street. Mr Sheahan indicated that that there was security 
present, however on inspection it transpired that security present were not SIA 
registered. 



The following week on 15 August at 23:05 music was emanating from within the 
premises again. PC Sullivan explained that the licence only provides for sale of alcohol, 
not regulated entertainment. 

Furthermore, the police stated that on the 28 and 29 October the premise was open 
long passed the 23:30 closing hours. It is notable that a TEN had been applied for in 
relation to these dates and was refused. However it is clear that the premises still held [ 
the event. The police submitted that this showed a total disregard for the Licencing 
procedures and adherence to the terms of their licence. 

On the 05 December 2016 an allegation was made to the police that a female patron 
had her handbag stolen. CCTV footage for the evening showed that the premises was 
open at 01:00, again a clear breach of the licence. 

On the 07 November 2016 the police held a meeting with Mr Sheahan who indicated 
that he was aware of the breaches and that he would address these. He was informed 
that the Police would be issuing an action plan, which was done the next day. The 
Action plan made very clear the operating hours of the venue. 

In and around December 2016, the police viewed Council operated CCTV covering the 
premises. On the 16 December the premises was open past 23:30. Again a TEN had 
been applied for that evening and refused. Again on the 17 December the premises 
were open until the very early hours of the morning. A serious assault took place during 
this evening. 

On the 03 December the premises was open until 06:00 and Mr Sheahan was present 
throughout this. On New Years' Day 2017 the premises was still open at around 02:00. 
Police suspect that patrons were being let into the premises via the back door. 

Just after a month after the Review was submitted, on the 17 March, the premises was 
open past 23:30. Mr Sheahan attended and appeared very intoxicated. Police viewed 
the CCTV footage of that evening, in which patrons are seen leaving in the early hours. 
Several fights broke out, including an injury to a young girl. 

Police investigations have discovered that in December 2016 the premises were 
promoting, via Facebook, a free-bar during a Christmas party which was open to the 
public. This again demonstrated an irresponsible approach and is another breach of the 
licence. 

The sub-committee viewed the CCTV footage for the 17 March 2017. 



The Police submitted that, even with the threat of a review pending, Mr Sheahan 
showed a complete disregard of his licence conditions. 

Under questioning the Police were asked to clarify the nature of the police objection for 
the TEN for 28/29 October. It was accepted by PC Sullivan that St Patrick's Day was a 
busy day for the premises. 

PC Sullivan clarified that there were no real problems from the premises prior to 23:00. 
He further stated however that he did not have confidence in the current door 
supervisors. 

Before presenting the case for the licence holder, Mr Sutherland asked members of the 
sub-committee to read a letter from a medical expert regarding Mr Sheahan's health, it 
was explained that part of the case of the Licence Holder today was for Mr Sheahan not 
to be involved in the running of the premises and that he would be returning to Ireland. 

The sub-committee agreed to read the letter and a copy was taken. 

Mr Sutherland noted that there are a number of issues that have been raised by the 
police however in moving forward what the licence holder was proposing that Mr 
Sheahan play no part in the running of the premises. Mr Sutherland explained that it 
was proposed the licence be transferred into Ms Malarky's name and that she would 
become the licence holder and DPS. 

It was submitted that, generally speaking, the premises operated lawfully up until 23:00 
- but it is after this hour that problems exist. Mr Sheahan accepted on a number of 
occasions that the premises had operated outside the licensable hours. My submission 
is that, Mr Sheahan will return to Ireland, but should he interfere with the running of the 
premises, Ms Malarky can satisfy you that she won't allow it. 

In relation to the 17 March 2017, the latest allegation, it was not accepted by Mr 
Sheahan that he was operating outside the permitted hours. 

Re the 17 February incident, Mr Sheahan had dealt with the patron and had now banned 
him. 

Finally, with regard to the 28 and 29 of October events it was submitted that the TEN 
objections by the Police were wrong in law. The Act allows a number of "events" as long 
as they take place within the 168 hour period. As such, there should have never been 
any objection by the police. 



The voluntary action plan was put into place. Training is taking place. The door 
supervisors are SIA registered. Incident books and refusal books are maintained. 

As can be seen from the letters of support Greene's can be seen as a community hub. 
Many of the writers live locally. The local residents are saying here that this public 
house does not cause a problem. ! 

Ms Mullarkey then gave evidence. She stated that she lives in Willesden and has done j 
so all her life. She explained that she intended to be present more often to run the i 
premises properly, not just be a member of staff. j 

i 
She acknowledged that Mr Sheahan demonstrated a lot of influence over the public 
house and if he did interfere she would withdraw from the premises. Ms Malarkey 
stated that she could take on the premises within 4 weeks. Mr Sheahan gave evidence 
to the sub-committee and explained that he intended to go back to Ireland and deal 
with some personal issues. 

Under questioning Ms Mullarkey confirmed that she was DPS for Sals Bar. She also 
confirmed that she had struggled spending time at Sals bar because of her pregnancy. 
Ms Mullarkey accepted that she had never run a "difficult" bar. 

It was clarified that she had held a personal licence for 9 years and hadn't had any 
formal training for 9 years. Ms Mullarkey could not name any of the four licensing 
objectives. 

Mr Sheahan confirmed that he currently lives above Greenes. He could not answer 
where he would live on his return to England. Mr Sheahan accepted that he had 
operated outside of the permitted hours. 

Mr Sheahan explained that he was aware that the TEN for the 28/29 October had been 
refused. He explained that it was a local group who had booked the public house and 
that he hoped to have "stayed under the radar". 

In summing up the Police noted that this was the second Review within 2 years. The 
licensee had clearly no regard for the licence conditions or the decisions of the sub
committee. 

Mr Sutherland submitted that it was accepted by Mr Sheahan that breaches had taken 
place. However, the sub-committee were asked to look at the way forward. This 
premises is an asset to the local community. The Action Plan has been complied with to 



a large extent. The committee can be satisfied that with Ms IVIullarky as the licensee of 
these premises she will promote the licensing objectives. 

5. Determination of tlie Application 

The sub-committee determined the application in accordance the provisions of the 
Licensing Act 2003. Further the sub-committee considered the matter with a view to 
promoting the licensing objectives, namely: 

The prevention of crime and disorder 
Public safety 
The prevention of public nuisance 
The protection of children from harm. 

In making its decision the sub-committee also had regard to the Guidance issued under 
Section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 and Brent's licensing policy. In addition, the sub
committee took account of its obligations under section 17 of the Crime and Disorder 
Act 1998. 

The sub-committee were mindful of the need to reach a decision that was necessary, 
proportionate, and justified on the evidence before them. 

6. Decision 

The sub-committee have listened carefully to the submissions made by all parties. We 
have also listened to the evidence of Ms Mullarky and read all the letters of support 
from the local residents 

This premises has an extremely poor history. This is the second time that it has been 
reviewed in 2 years. 

The clear evidence before the sub-committee shows persistent and flagrant breaches of 
the licence conditions. These are accepted by MrSheahan. 

Furthermore, there are a number of occasions where Mr Sheahan has applied for late 
TENS, which have been refused, and yet he has gone on to hold the event. This shows a 
total disregard for this sub-committee's decisions. 

It has been suggested by Mr Sutherland that the police objection to at least one of those 
TENS was unlawful. The sub-committee make no determination on this issue but regard 
it as totally irrelevant to the determination of the application before it today. The TEN in 



question was refused with Mr Sheahan stating to us today that he was aware of that 
refusal. Regardless he operated outside his permitted hours. 

Mr Sheahan has indicated that he intends to return to Ireland and play no further part in 
the running of this premises. It is suggested that Ms Mullarkey take over as Licence 
Holder and DPS. The sub-committee do have grave concerns as to whether Mr Sheahan 
will remove himself from involvement in this premises. 

The sub-committee do not consider the imposition of further conditions, removal of the 
current DPS or exclusion of licensable activities will assist in promoting the licensing 
objectives. 

However, whilst the history of poor management is serious we do not consider a 
complete revocation to be a proportionate response to this application. 

The sub-committee has decided to suspend the licence for a period of 3 months. 

This, we hope, will give sufficient time for the transfer application to be made and for 
Mr Sheahan to remove himself from the premises. We hope that this premises will not 
come before the sub-committee again. 

7. Right of Appeal 

The parties have a right of appeal to Brent Magistrates' court against this decision 

If you wish to appeal you must notify Brent Magistrates' Court within a period of 21 
days starting with the day on which the Council notified you of this decision. 

Dated 12 May 2017 



PRINTED AT 14:15 24:MAY:17 PC368QK 220776 

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT 
PAGE 1 
INCIDENT No. 9786:21MAY17 

INCIDENT No. 9786 entered at 23:54 on 21MAY17 by CHS/CHS in CCC/IR 

INCIDENT WAS ENTERED "EXTERNALLY" 

Rec By 
Call Tel 
Call Name 
Call Type 
Call Mail 
Cntct Tel 
Att Locn 

Map 
GPA 

Inc Locn 
Map 
GPA 

Call Locn 
Map 
GPA 

Opening 1 
Open Text 
Urgency 
VRMs 
Proposal 
Assigned 
DeAssign 
TOA 
DO Name 
DO Tel 
CRTS 
Class 1 
Qual 1 
Res 1 
Clo Text 
0 Dealing 
Metops 
CHS Demid 

E (Emergency) 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
FEM 
V (Victim) 

362-364 NEASDEN LANE,NWIO:greenes 
Page 118, Grid Reference 521125,186125 
QH [Division: QK:XB] 
362-364 NEASDEN LANE,NWIO:greenes 
Page 118, Grid Reference 521125,186125 
QH [Division: QK:XB] 
362-364 NEASDEN LANE,NWIO:greenes 
Page 118, Grid Reference 521125,186125 
QH [Division: QK:XB] 
001 (Violence Against The Person) 

I (Immediate) 

(BOCU at 23:56/21MAY17):QH19E 

QK20N, QK3N, QK82N, QK83N, QK5N, CSE301, CSE317, CSE346 
00:04:22/22MAYl7 
INSP BEAVON 
07825853833 
1912507/17 
001 (Violence Against The Person) 
701 (Assistance Requested / Rendered) 
710 (CRTS Entry/Updated) 
GBH 
175QK 
20170521035343 

Linked :explicitly to 
Linked :implicitly to 

Location Field 

27:22MAY17 
(none) 

(For previous Incidents at this location use 
action:LCD or LCL - use DARIS to extend search) 

CONTINUED 

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 



PRINTED AT 14:15 24-.MAY: 17 PC368QK 220775 j 
I 

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT '■ 
PAGE 2 '• 

I 

INCIDENT No. 9786:21MAY17 '< 
i 

Gazetteer Comments : (May have existed or altered since Incident creation ;' 
i 

Use MSS SMF:SPECARCHIVE) \ 
i 

Location Based Comments i 
** Attendance and Incident and Caller Location ** j 
NEASDEN LA,NW10 (291 - 397) ! 
ALL NORTH OF NORTH CIRCLAR RD KNOWN AS NEASDEN LANE NORTH j 
330 NEASDEN LA - SEE "MCGOWANS PH,NW10" FOR ALL RELEVANT COMMENTS [ 
XXX NEASDEN LN: xxx xxx -
OCCUPANTS/PREMISES MAY BE AT RISK OF ATTACK/HARASSMENT - **WARNING** -
GRADE I - SEE SS/QK/T194 BEFORE DEPLOYMENT 
305A NEASDEN LA -
OCCUPANTS/PREMISES MAY BE AT RISK OF REPEAT ATTACK/HARASSMENT -
GRADE I - SEE SS/QK/T221 
362-364 NEASDEN LA:GREENS PH -

GRADE I - SEE SS/QK/T190 BEFORE DEPLOYMENT 

Remarks: 
Time Date Opid Termid 

21MAY17 CHS CHS (pre 1st routing) 
CREATED IN: CHS AT: 2017-05-21 23:54:07 CAD AT: 2017-05-21 

23:56:10 

ENTERED BY: CHS (c716790 ) AT: 2017-05-21 23:56:10 
inft reporting that there was a fight inside the pub - there is 

a male 
unconcious o/s 

23:56:43 21MAY17 098264 H2668 
PR CIRC CH#1 

23:57:18 21MAY17 098264 H2658 
CCTV ASKED TO SCAN 

23:57:54 21MAY17 098264 H2668 
SS'̂ QK- ANYONE ABLE PLS? 

23:58:04 21MAY17 722495 H2643 
•̂ XB - NUTD 

23:58:06 21MAY17 090596 H2659 
'̂ QK. . . .CIRC OVER PR NUTD 

23:58:09 21MAY17 CHS 
LAS''MPS 
Organisation:LONDON AMBULANCE SERVICE 

Assistance:AMBULANCE 
Location: 

Mapref:138/521475,18 4 912 
NEASDEN LANE,NW10;greenes 
Location Sent As: 



CONTINUED . . . 

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 

PRINTED AT 14:15 24:MAY:17 PC368QK 220776 

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT 
PAGE 3 

INCIDENT No. 9786:21MAY17 

Time Date Opid Termid 

NEASDEN LANE ,NW10 ";greenes" 
MPS Contact :QK 
Number :SEE FILE 
Caller: 
Number:07833634648 
Unit: Assigned:N (Y/N) On Scene:N (Y/N) Attending:U (Y/N/U) ETA: 

Mins 

n. a. 

(M/F/U) 

(Y/N/U) 

(U)nknown 

Patient Contact Number: n.a. PR Radio Number: 

Casualty 1 Chief Complaint:FIGHT 

Approx Age: U :Y (Y)ears (M)onths (W)eeks (D)ays Sex:M 

Severe Bleeding:N (Y/N/U) Conscious:N (Y/N/U) Breathing:U 

Chest Pain:U (Y/N/U) Shot/Stabbed:N (Y/N/U) (Y)es (N)o 
Casualty 2 Chief Complaint:FIGHT 
Approx Age: U :Y (Y)ears (M)onths (W)eeks (D)ays Sex:M 

(M/F/U) 
Severe Bleeding:Y (Y/N/U) Conscious:Y (Y/N/U) Breathing:Y 

(Y/N/U) 
Chest Pain:N (Y/N/U) Shot/Stabbed:N (Y/N/U) (Y)es (N)o 

(U)nknown 
Remarks : 
FIGHT AT THE LOCN ONE MALE UNCONSIOUS AND AND ANOTHER MALE HAS A 

A 
DEEP CUT 

23:58:14 21MAY17 090596 H2669 
^QK MONITORING ON CCTV 

23:58:14 21MAY17 LAS 
MPS'^LAS MESSAGE PROCESSED SUCCESSFULLY - REF: LAS/4983/21052017 

23:58:33 21MAY17 100371 B3340 
"CN - SORRY NUTD 

23:59:15 21MAY17 086321 H2665 
^QA SORRY 

00:00:54 22MAY17 CHS 
ENTERED BY: CHS (c716790 ) AT: 2017-05-22 00:00:53 
INFT STATES THAT THE FIGHT BEGAN IN THE PUB THEY SUSPECTS WENT 

FOR INFT 
THE CUSTOMERS HELPED AND FIGHT SPILLED ONTO THE STREET AND PINT 

GLASSED 
HAVE BEEN THROWN 



IS 

00 

00 

00 

ONE MALE IS UNCONSCIOUS AND ANOTHER HAS A BAD CUT 
INFT IS WILL A MALE NAMED xxxxx TELLING HIM TO STAY AWAY AND SHE 
SAYING THAT HE IS BADLY INJURED AND HIS HEAD IS SWELLING 

01:30 22MAY17 059106 H2663 
PR/CIRC SX UNITS NO ANSWER ANY 

05:16 22MAY17 090596 H2669 
''175QK. . . .MALE 55YRS, LRGE LUMP TO HEAD AND CUT TO EYEBROW 

05:24 22MAY17 098264 H2668 
LAS"MPS 
Organisation:LONDON AMBULANCE SERVICE 

CONTINUED ... 
SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 

PRINTED AT 14:15 24:MAY:17 PC368QK 220776 

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT 
PAGE 4 

INCIDENT No. 9786:21MAY17 

Time Date Opid Termid 

Action :INFORMATION 
UNIT: ASSIGNED:Y (Y/N) ON SCENE:Y (Y/N) ATTENDING:Y (Y/N/U) ETA: 

MINS 
REMARKS : 
MALE A/A 55YRS VERY LARGE LUMP ON HEAD AND CUT- ETA PLS? MANY 

THANKS 
00:05:36 22MAY17 090596 H2669 

"175QK....OTHER VIC, C & B 
00:05:44 22MAY17 098264 H2668 

LAS'̂ MPS 
Organisation:LONDON AMBULANCE SERVICE 
Action :INFORMATION 
UNIT: ASSIGNED:Y (Y/N) ON SCENE:Y (Y/N) ATTENDING:Y (Y/N/U) ETA: 

MINS 
REMARKS : 
MALE IS NOT FULLY RESPONSIVE HAS BEEN KICKED AND STAMPED ON 

00:06:12 22MAY17 090596 H2669 
"175QK MALE WITH INJURY TO HEAD HAS BEEN KICKED AND STAMPED 

ON 
00:07:22 22MAY17 098264 H2668 

175QK- SUSP 6 ICIM IN 20S > NEASDEN LANE NORTH TOWARDS 
BLACKBIRD 

HILL 
00:07:58 22MAY17 098264 H2668 

CCTV CHECKING LOC 
00:20:23 22MAY17 098264 H2668 

788QK- CRIME SCENE GOING IN, HEAD FRACTURE 
00:25:33 22MAY17 090596 H2669 

'̂ QK QKIN AWARE 
00:26:24 22MAY17 098264 H2668 

®^»»:W^^» 



QK5N AWARE 176QK 
00:26:40 22MAY17 090596 H2669 

'̂ QK QK5N AWARE OVER PR 
00:30:55 22MAY17 098264 H2668 

E130 ON SCENE '̂ 31QK 
00:31:54 22MAY17 098264 H2668 

31QK- VIC IS xxxx xxxxx xx/xx/xxxx M W, LAS TAKING MALE ON BLUE 
LIGHS 

TO ST MARYS 175QK CONTINUITY OFFICER 
00:34:52 22MAY17 090596 H2669 

'-31QK 940QK STARTING CRIME SCENE AT 0035HRS 
01:25:53 22MAY17 201947 H2732 

'̂ 175QK - I AM WITH THE VIW AT ST MARYS HOSP, HE IS xxxx xxxxx 
20051959. HE IS GOING FOR A SCAN. 

02:36:13 22MAY17 098264 H2668 
MFC'QK- CAN WE HAVE SOCO TO LOC PLS ON REQUEST OF QK5N 

02:36:31 22MAY17 098264 H2668 

CONTINUED ... 
SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 

PRINTED AT 14:15 24:MAY:17 PC368QK 220776 
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT 
PAGE 5 

INCIDENT No. 9786:21MAY17 

Time Date Opid Termid 

N/A ANY SOCO CH#1 
02:37:31 22MAY17 706047 L3068 

QK'-MFC - IS THERE AN UPDATE ON THE VICTIMS INJURIES? LIFE 
THREATENING/CHANGING? 

02:37:57 22MAY17 706047 L3068 
QK'̂ MFC - OR AHVE YOU GOT A CONTACT NUMBER FOR QK5N AND I WILL 

LIAISE 
DIRECT 

02:38:56 22MAY17 098264 H2668 
176QK- PLS CONTACT ON 07747476161 

02:39:01 22MAY17 098264 H2668 
MANY THANKS 

02:56:39 22MAY17 706047 L3068 
QK'-MFC - CSE301 ASSIGNED T/T FROM XB 

03:24:28 22MAY17 067287 L3085 
'■MFC SOCO HAS CALLED -REQUIRE A L2 TO PHOTOGRAPH A SHOEMARK IN 

BLOOD. 
WILL TRY TO FIND ONE 

05:59:45 22MAY17 090596 H2669 
'•937QK SCENE CLOSED ON AUTHORITY OF DS HUSSEIN - QK5N 

06:01:50 22MAY17 090596 H2669 
''175QK. . .NON LIFE CHANGING OR THREATNING. COLLAPSED LUNG SO WILL 

BE 
ADMITTED FOR A FEW DAYS. HE WILL MAKE NOK AWARE THIS MORNING. 



08:20:53 22MAY17 233774 
ENTERED BY: CADL (p23377 4 
Oris for GBH 1912507/17 

AT: 2017-05-22 08:20:53 

Previous Actions: 
Time 

23:56:10 
H 

23:56:25 
23:57:58 
23:57:59 
23:58:00 
23:58:05 
23:58:09 

ft 

23:58:14 
23:58:16 
23:58:17 

Date 

21MAY17 

CONTINUED ... 

Opid 

CHS 
ir 

090596 
098264 

II 

722495 
fl 

CHS 
II 

LAS 
098264 

II 

Termid 

CCC:CCH 
If 

DIV:QK 
II 

II 

DIV:XB 
II 

CCC:CCH 
ff 

CCC:LAS 
DIV:QK 

ff 

ACTION 
SYSTEM(EXTERNAL) 
00 001:VIOLENCE AGAINST THE PERSON 
PI 
AK 
PI/XB 
AK 
AK 
PS/CM 
PI 
EXP/LAS 
AK 
PI/SX/EK/QA 
AK 

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 

PRINTED AT 14:15 24:MAY:17 PC368QK 220776 

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT 
PAGE 6 
INCIDENT No. 9786:21MAY17 

Time 
23:58:20 
23:58:24 
23:58:33 
23:59:08 
23:59:16 

ff 

ff 

23:59:17 
23:59:18 
00:00:54 
00:00:56 
00:01:17 

ff 

II 

II 

00:01:25 
00:01:34 
00:02:17 
00:02:40 
00:04:22 

II 

Date 
21MAY17 

ff 

II 

II 

ff 

II 

II 

ff 

II 

22MAY17 
ff 

If 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

If 

Opid 

059106 
100371 

II 

086321 
CHS 

II 

II 

086321 
090596 
CHS 
098264 
CHS 

II 

II 

II 

098264 
059106 
090596 
051617 
090596 

If 

Termid 

DIV:SX 
DIV:CN 

II 

DIV:QA 
CCC:CCH 

II 

II 

DIV:QA 
DIV:QK 
CCC:CCH 
DIV:QK 
CCC:CCH 

II 

II 

II 

DIV:QK 
DIV:SX 
DIV:QK 
DIV:XB 
DIV:QK 

II 

ACTION 
AK 
AK 
PS/CM 
AK 
CRO 
CTO 
PI 
CM 
AK 
PI 
AK 
LOCA(NEASDEN 
LOCC(NEASDEN 
LOCI(NEASDEN 
PI 
AK 
PS/CMSX 
AV/QK20N 
CM 
AV/QK3N 
T0A/QK3N 

LANE,NW10 
LANE,NW10 
LANE,NW10 

greenes)(QH) 
greenes)(QH) 
greenes)(QH) 



00:04:54 
00:05:24 
00:05:25 
00:05:26 
00:05:44 
00:05:46 

II 

00:08:13 
00:20:27 
LANE,NW10 
00:21:46 
00:21:56 
00:21:57 

If 

00:22:14 
00:22:25 
00:24:49 
00:24:51 
00:27:38 
00:45:11 
LANE,NW10 

II 

IT 

If 

ff 

11 

II 

II 

If 

If 

greene 
ft 

IT 

II 

II 

II 

II 

If 

ff 

Tf 

II 

green 

II 

098264 
LAS 
098264 

II 

LAS 
098264 
059276 
098264 
s)(QH) 

II 

II 

If 

237364 
098264 

II 

SYSTEM 
090596 
530089 
220951 

II 

II 

CCC:LAS 
DIV:QK 

ft 

CCC:LAS 
DIV:QK 
DIV:SX 
DIV:QK 

II 

If 

tf 

CCC:MDT 
DIV:QK 

tf 

SYSTEM 
DIV:QK 
DIV:CN 
DIV:QK 

LI/27 
EXP/LAS/INFO 
AK 
AK 
EXP/LAS/INFO 
AK 
AK 
CM 
LOCA(362-364 NEASDEN 

D0() 
CI/QK82N 
AV/QK82N 
MA/DELIVERED TO QK82N 
DN() 
DN{07825) 
NA/QK82N 
AK 
CM 
LOCA((SCENE)362-3 64 NEASDEN 

es)(QH) 

CONTINUED 

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 

PRINTED AT 14:15 24:MAY:17 PC368QK 220776 

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT 
PAGE 7 
INCIDENT No. 9786:21MAY17 

Time 

00:45:48 
00:50:42 
01:26:34 
01:35:34 
01:35:57 
01:42:54 
02:01:22 
02:01:34 

Date 

22MAyi7 

Opid 

237364 
090596 

ff 

098264 
241820 
098264 
234005 

II 

Termid 

CCC:MDT 
DIV:QK 

II 

ft 

CCC:MDT 
DIV:QK 
CCC:CADL 

II 

lion/1/p234005@met.police.uk 
02:22:48 

II 

02:36:14 
02:36:15 
02:36:18 
02:37:34 

II 

02:37:39 
02:38:58 

tl 

098264 
It 

ff 

ff 

706047 
II 

II 

098264 
TT 

11 

DIV:QK 

DIV:MFC 

DIV:QK 

ACTION 

VI/QK82N 
TOA/QK82N 
DA/QK20N 
AV/QK83N 
VI/QK83N 
DA/QK83N 
VI/p234005 
IP//dc mendel 

AV/QK5N 
T0A/QK5N 
PI/MFC 
AK 
AK 
PI/QK 
AK 
AK 
PI/MFC 
AK 

mailto:p234005@met.police.uk


02:39:00 
02:56:22 
02:56:41 

I? 

02:56:48 
02:59:12 
03:33:55 
05:38:31 
05:40:47 
06:00:15 
06:00:20 
06:00:30 
06:01:09 
LANE,NW10:gree 

06:02:06 

06:02:10 
06:02:15 
06:03:03 
06:03:13 
LANE,NW10: 
06:10:07 
08:20:41 

706047 
II 

II 

II 

098264 
706047 
067287 
233774 
MDT 
090596 

II 

236439 
090596 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

220951 
11 

DIV:MFC 
II 

II 

II 

DIV:QK 
DIV:MFC 

II 

CCC:CADL 
CCC:MDT 
DIV:QK 

II 

CCC:CADL 
DIV:QK 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

11 

AK 
AV/CSE301 
PI/QK 
AK 
AK 
AV/CSE317 
AV/CSE346 
Vl/p233774 
CS/BOF/QK82N 
DA/QK3N QK5N 
PS/CM 
Vl/p236439 
LOCA((SCENE) 

nes)(QH) 
AC() 
AQO 
AR{) 
CTXO 
0D{) 
AWT/ORIS 
LOCA(362-364 

CSE301 CSE317 CSE346 

362-364 NEASDEN 

NEASDEN 
greenes)(QH) 

706047 
233774 

DIV:MFC PS/CM 
CCC:CADL VI/p233774 

CONTINUED 

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 

PRINTED AT 14:15 24:MAY:17 PC368QK 220776 

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT 
PAGE 8 
INCIDENT No. 9786:21MAY17 

Time Date Opid Termid ACTION 

CCC:CADL PI 
VI/p233774 

062759 DIV:QK AK 
ACR/1912507/17 

" " CM 
LOCA((175QK) 362-364 NEASDEN 

08:20:53 22MAY17 
08:20:55 
08:20:58 
08:21:06 
08:21:07 
08:21:11 
LANE,NW10:gree 

nes)(QH) 
08:55:05 " 230432 CCC:CADL VI/p230432 
08:55:09 " " " IP// 
17:08:36 " 082600 DIV:MFC CM 
09:57:48 23MAY17 220776 CCC:CADL VI/p220776 
13:27:33 24MAY17 " " VI/p220776 
14:15:09 " " " IP//PC368QK/l/p220776(amet .police.uk 

http://police.uk


END OF 
PRINT 

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 





.©^s.'S- REGENERATION AND GROWTH 

* Ô  
Brent 

fes 

REGULATORY SERVICES 
BRENT CIVIC CENTRE 

, , ^ ^ . ^ ^ ■ ■ ^ ENGINEERS WAY 
Is ^ ^ ^ ■ ^ ^ - - ■^ WEMBLEY 

HA9 OFJ 

TEL: 020 8937 5359 
EMAIL: buslness.llcence@brentgov.uk 

London Borough of Brent 
Premises Licence 

PART A 

This Premises Licence was granted by Brent Council, Licensing Authority for the area of the 
Borough of Brent under the Licensing Act 2003. 

Signed. Date: 1 June 2016 

Operational Director, Planning and Regeneration 

Licence number 155412 

Licence start date: 24/11/2005 
Part 1 - Premises Details 

GREENES, 362-364 Neasden Lane North, London, NW10 OBT 

Licensable activities and the times authorised by this licence 

Supply of Alcohol: 

Day Start Time End Time 
Monday 10.00 
Tuesday 10:00 
Wednesday 10.00 
Thursday 10:00 
Friday 10:00 
Saturday 10:00 
Sunday 12:00 

23:00 
23:00 
23:00 
23:00 
23:00 
23:00 
22:30 

LBB - Premises Licence number 155412 P a g e 11 
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Non standard timings: Good Friday 12:00hrs - 22:30hrs 
Christmas Day 12:00hrs - 15:00hrs and 19:00hrs - 22:30hrs 
Whether alcohol is authorised to be supplied on or off the premises: On 

The Opening Hours of the Premises: 
Day Start Time End Time 
Monday 10:00 
Tuesday 10:00 
Wednesday 10:00 
Thursday 10:00 
Friday 10:00 
Saturday 10:00 
Sunday 10:00 

23:30 
23:30 
23:30 
23:30 
23:30 
23:30 
23:00 

LBB - Premises Licence number 155412 P a g e | 2 



Part 2 

Details of Holder of Premises Licence: 

Name: Timothy Oliver Sheahan 
Address: 362-364 Neasden Lane North, London, NW10 OBT 
Telephone: 07816312605 

Details of Designated Premises Supervisor: 

Name: Seamus Fogarty 
Address: 380A Neasden Lane North, London , NW10 OER 
Personal Licence Number: 222081434 
Issuing authority: London Borough of Brent 

Annexe 1 ■ Mandatory Conditions 

No Irresponsible Drinks Promotions 

(1) The responsible person must ensure that staff on relevant premises do not carry out, 
arrange or participate in any irresponsible promotions in relation to the premises. 
(2) In this paragraph, an irresponsible promotion means any one or more of the 
following activities, or substantially similar activities, carried on for the purpose of 
encouraging the sale or supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises— 

(a) games or other activities which require or encourage, 
or are designed to require or encourage, individuals to— (i) drink a quantity of 
alcohol within a time limit (other than to drink alcohol sold or supplied on the 
premises before the cessation of the period in which the responsible person is 
authorised to sell or supply alcohol), or (ii) drink as much alcohol as possible 
(whether within a time limit or otherwise); 
(b) provision of unlimited or unspecified quantities of alcohol free or for a fixed or 
discounted fee to the public or to a group defined by a particular characteristic in 
a manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a licensing objective; 
(c) provision of free or discounted alcohol or any other thing as a prize to 
encourage or reward the purchase and consumption of alcohol over a period of 
24 hours or less in a manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a 
licensing objective; 
(d) selling or supplying alcohol in association with promotional posters or flyers on, 
or in the vicinity of, the premises which can reasonably be considered to condone, 
encourage or glamorise anti-social behaviour or to refer to the effects of 
drunkenness in any favourable manner; 

(e) dispensing alcohol directly by one person into the mouth of another (other than 
where that other person is unable to drink without assistance by reason of disability). 

Free Water 
The responsible person must ensure that free potable water is provided on request to 
customers where it is reasonably available. 

LBB - Premises Licence number 155412 P a g e | 3 
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Age Verification Policy 
(1) The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure that an 
age verification policy is adopted in respect of the premises in relation to the sale or 
supply of alcohol. 
(2) The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence must 
ensure that the supply of alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance with the 
age verification policy. 
(3) The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible person to be under 
18 years of age (or such older age as may be specified in the policy) to produce on 
request, before being served alcohol, identification bearing their photograph, date of birth 
and either— 
(a) a holographic mark, or 
(b) an ultraviolet feature. 
Small Measures to be Available 
The responsible person must ensure that— 
(a) where any of the following alcoholic drinks is sold or supplied for consumption on the 
premises (other than alcoholic drinks sold or supplied having been made up in advance 
ready for sale or supply in a securely closed container) it is available to customers in the 
following measures— 

(i) beer or cider: Vz pint; 
(ii) gin, rum, vodka or whisky: 25 ml or 35 ml; and 
(ill) still wine in a glass: 125 ml; 

(b) these measures are displayed in a menu, price list or other printed material 
which is available to customers on the premises; and 

(c) where a customer does not in relation to a sale of alcohol specify the quantity of alcohol 
to be sold, the customer is made aware that these measures are available 

Minimum Price of Alcohol 
1. A relevant person shall ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption 
on or off the premises for a price which is less than the permitted price. 
2. For the purposes of the condition set out in paragraph 1 — 

(a) —dutyll is to be construed in accordance with the Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 
1979; 
(b) —permitted pricell is the price found by applying the formula— 

where— 
(i) P is the permitted price, 
(ii) D is the amount of duty chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the duty were 
charged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol, and 
(ill) V is the rate of value added tax chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the 
value added tax were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol; 
(c) —relevant personll means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in 
force a premises licence— 

f i) the holder of the premises licence, 
(ii) the designated premises supervisor (if any) in respect of such a licence, or 
(iii) the personal licence holder who makes or authorises a supply of alcohol under 

such a licence; 
(d) —relevant personll means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in 
force a club premises certificate, any member or officer of the club present on the 
premises in a capacity which enables the member or officer to prevent the supply in 
question; and 
(e) —valued added taxll means value added tax charged in accordance with the 
Value Added Tax Act 1994. 
3. Where the permitted price given by Paragraph (b) of paragraph 2 would 
(apart from this paraaraph) not be a whole number of pennies, the price given by that 
sub-paragraph shall be taken to be the price actually given by that sub- paragraph 
rounded up to the nearest penny. 
4. (1) Sub-paragraph (2) applies where the permitted price given by Paragraph 
(b) of paragraph 2 on a day (—the first dayll) would be different from the permitted price 

LBB - Premises Licence number 155412 P a g e | 4 



on the next day (—the second dayll) as a result of a change to the rat e of duty or value 
added tax. 

(2) The permitted price which would apply on the first day applies to sales or 
supplies of alcohol which take place before the expiry of the period of 14 days beginning 
on the second day. 

Requirement for a DPS 

(1) No supply of alcohol may be made under the premises licence-
(a) at a time when there is no designated premises supervisor in respect of the 
premises licence, or 
(b) at a time when the designated premises supervisor does not hold a 

personal licence or their personal licence is suspended. 
(2) Every supply of alcohol under the premises licence must be made or authorised by a 
person who holds a personal licence. 

Door Supervisors and Security Staff to be Licensed by the SIA (when required) 

Where the licence includes a condition that at specified times one or more individuals must 
be at the premises to carry out a security activity, each individual must be licensed by the 
Security Industry Authority, with the following exceptions: 
a) premises where the premises licence authorises plays or films 
b) any occasion mentioned in paragraph 8(3)(b) or (c) of Schedule 2 to the Private 
Security Industry Act 2001 (premises being used exclusively by a club with a club 
premises certificate, under a temporary event notice authorising plays or films or under a 
gaming licence), or 

c) any occasion within paragraph 8(3)(d) of Schedule 2 to the Private Security Industry Act 
2001 

Embedded Conditions 

Alcohol On Sales 
Alcohol shall only be sold during the hours specified below: 

On weekdays, other than Christmas Day, Good Friday or New Year's Eve, between 10:00 
and 23:00 hours. 

On Sundays, other than Christmas Day or New Year's Eve, between 12:00 and 22:30 
hours. 

On Good Friday, between 12:00 and 22:30 hours. 

On Christmas Day, from 12:00 to 15:00 and 19:00 to 22:30 hours. 

When New Year's Eve is on a weekday, from 10:00 on New Year's Eve until 23:00 hours on 
New Year's Day, except when New Year's Day is on a Sunday, then the sale of alcohol 
shall cease at 22:30. 

When New Year's Eve is on a Sunday, from 12:00 on New Year's Eve until 23:00 hours on 
New Year's Day 

Annexe 2 - Conditions Consistent With the Operating Schedule 

Not applicable 

LBB - Premises Licence number 155412 P a g e | 5 



Annexe 3 - Conditions Attached After a Hearing by the Licensing 
Authority 

CCTV shall be installed to Home Office Guidance standards and maintained in a 
good working condition and recordings shall be kept for 31 days and shall be made 
available to police and authorised Officers from Brent Council. 

A "Challenge 21" policy shall be adopted and adhered to 

A refusal book detailing date and time of the refused sale and the name of the 
person refusing the sale shall be kept and maintained and made available for 
inspection at the premises. 

An incident log shall be kept at the premises, and made available for inspection on 
request to an authorised officer of Brent Council or the Police, which will record the 
following: 
(a) all crimes reported to the venue 
(b) all ejections of patrons 
(c) any complaints received 
(d) any incidents of disorder 
(e) all seizures of drugs or offensive weapons 
(f) any faults in the CCTV system or searching equipment or scanning equipment 
(g) any refusal of the sale of alcohol 
(h) any visit by a relevant authority or emergency service. 

5 No entry or re-entry shall be permitted after 2230 hours. 

6 Customers shall not be permitted to take open drink containers outside the premises 
as shown on the plan submitted to and approved by the Licensing Authority. 

7 No drinks shall be served other than in plastic or toughened glasses. 

8 Customers carrying open or sealed bottles or glasses shall not be admitted to the 
premises. 

9 Every 6 (six) months staff training on the Licensing Act 2003 and the premises 
operating procedures shall be provided. This training shall be documented, signed 
and dated. Training records shall be made available for inspection by the Police and 
Licensing Authority Enforcement Officers and copies shall be provided on request. 

10 The inward opening front entrance/exit door to the bar area shall be fixed back in the 
open position when the public are on the premises. 

11 Any locks or latches on exit doors, shutter or gates shall be unlocked and kept free 
from fastenings other than push bars or pads whilst the public are on the premises. 

LBB - Premises Licence number 155412 P a g e 16 



12 Appropriate emergency exit signage shall be installed within both bar and pool room 
areas and on exit doors to ensure any person on the premises is aware of 
emergency exit routes. 

13 The exit door from the pool room area shall only be used as a fire/emergency exit if 
an appropriate push bar door is installed or the door is locked in the open position at 
all times whilst public are on the premises 

14 Any socket outlets (or other power supplies used for DJ equipment, band equipment 
and other portable equipment) that are accessible to performers or staff shall be 
suitably protected by a residual current device (RCD having a rated residual 
operating current not exceeding 30 milliamps). 

Annexe 4 - Plans 

See attached sheet. 
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Data Protection Act - Dispose Of As Confidential Waste 
APS PW WHITCOMB 782QK 209465 

CR: 1912507/17 CrType:C Notifiable/MPS/Other:N-l Status:U Press:N Class:S/GBH/Wound 
GLU.QK 

Details of Investigation 

22/05/2017 05:39 

PC 233774 175QK J RUSSELL 

Service Flag VR added 

22/05/2017 07:34 

PC 233774 175QK J RUSSELL 

PRIMARY INVESTIGATION DETAILS : 1 Immediate action 
CAD 9786/21MAY17 refers. QK20N and QK3N attended. PC 940QK, PC 175QK and PS 31QK. 

The venue is a pub called GREENES. Viw 3, xxxxxxxxx, and Viw 4, xxxxxxxx, work at the venue as 
barmaids and were working at the venue. 

Viw 1, John WALSH, and Viw 2, John Corcoran are regular drinkers in the pub. 

xxxxxxx started her shift at about 1800 hours and there was a group of 6 Eastern European males 
sitting on the pub's benches drinking their own alcohol. She told them they couldn't do that and they 
said they would come in and order. The group did go inside and started drinking rounds of Fosters 
lager. They bought several rounds throughout the evening and occasionally tried to pay with bank cards 
that were rejected. They annoyed a group of Irish Travellers that were paying pool and xxxxxxxxx 
calmed everyone down. At 2230 hours xxxxxxxx called last orders and the group ordered another 6 
Fosters. She then told them it was their last game of pool and they would have to drink up, One of the 
group, sus 1, demanded another drink and jostled xxxxxxx with a pool cue. She told him No and took 
the cue from him. As she left the room he threw the contents of his beer at her and threw the cue chalk 
at her. xxxxxxx called out "Call the police" and sus 1 punched her in the stomach. The rest of the group 
started moving sus 1 out of the pub but he grabbed xxxxxxxxx neck and necklace and strangling her. 
She couldn't breathe. Somebody pulled him away. He still had a pint glass in his had which she told 
him to leave. Xxxxx xxxxxxxx and xxx xxxxxxxx picked up pool cues. They are joined by xxxx 
xxxxxx and the three 

25/05/2017 08:12 Page 1 of 14 CRIS Live 



Data Protection Act - Dispose Of As Confidential Waste 
APS PW WHITCOMB 782QK 209465 

CR:1912507/17 CrType:C Notifiable/MPS/Other:N-l Status:U Press:N Class:S/GBHAVound 
GLU:QK 

Details of Investigation 

22/05/2017 07:34 

PC 233774 175QK J RUSSELL 

PRIMARY INVESTIGATION DETAILS ; 1 Immediate action 
of them push the suspects out of the pub. Sus 1 throws the pint glass back into the pub and it appears to 
hit xxxx xxxxxx in the face causing cuts, xxxxxxxx and the other people in the pub managed to close 
the door with the suspects outside. She did not realise that xxxx xxxxxx has been shut outside with the 
group. Xxxx xxxxx has fallen onto his back and the group have been throwing stuff at the door. One 
of the males then kicks xxxx in the body. The rest of the group then begin taking it in turns to kick 
xxxx in the head and body. He is kicked about 15-20 times in total, most in the head. The group then 
make off along Neasden Lane North and are seen on Brent Council CCTV to enter Braemar Avenue. 
Viw 6 then finds xxxx on the floor and begins banging on the pub door and the door was opened a 
while later. Xxxxx had head and eye injuries and was not very responsive, xxxxxxxx called 999 and 
police and ambulance arrived. 

PRIMARY INVESTIGATION DETAILS : 2 Scene 
A crime scene was started by PC 940QK at 0035 hours. The pint glasses that the suspects had been 
drinking from were on the bar. SOCO CSE 301 attended at 0313 hours. CSE 317 attended at 0321 
hours. 

PRIMARY INVESTIGATION DETAILS : 3 Forensics 
Exhibits: 

JMR/1 BWV footage form PC 175QK Russell. 

KMS/1- MPSG00141688 - One red shirt from John CORCORAN. 

BWV footage: Initial Pool Table room incident KMS/2, Main room incident KMS/3, Street KMS/4. 

DLM/1 - BWV of initial attendance at Greens - held on secure police server 

DLM/2 - BWV of walk through the scene - held on secure police server 

DLM/3 -MPSG00080400 -Blackjacket- 105/11245 -66/3100 

DLM/4 - MPSG0080619 - Green T - Shirt - 105/11246 - 66/3100 

DLM/5 - MPSG0080399 - Pair of blue jeans -105/11247 - 66/3100 

DLM/6 - MPSL00125164 - Black shoe right -105/11248 - 66/3100 

DLM/7 - MPSL00125163 - Black shoe left -105/11249 - 66/3100 

SOCO CSE 301 attended at 0313 hours. CSE 317 attended at 0321 hours. 

PRIMARY INVESTIGATION DETAILS : 4 VictimsAVitnesses 
Details taken from all people present. 

Viw 1, xxxx xxxxxxx, GBH victim too drunk to provide statement. 
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Details of Investigation 
Viw 2, xxxx xxxxxx, GBH victim too drunk to provide statement. 
Viw 3, xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx, Common Assault victim. 
Viw 4, xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx, barmaid stated didn't see anything. 
Viw 5,xxxx xxxxxxxxx, John's brother too drunk to provide statement. 
Viw 6, xxxxxx xxxxxx, passer by that found xxxxx xxxxxx and banged on the door. Did not want to 
provide statement. 

Xxx xxxx taken to St Marys Hospital with PC 175QK as continuity officer. Has a scan on head and 
chest and showed no internal head injuries but did show a collapsed left lung. He has been admitted for 
2-3 days to the Trauma Ward on 9th floor for a chest drain. 

CAD number provided to xxxx xxxx and xxxxx xxxxxx. 

PRIMARY INVESTIGATION DETAILS : 5 Suspects 
Suspect descriptions from xxxxxxx xxxxxxx and from officers viewing CCTV. 

PRIMARY INVESTIGATION DETAILS : 6 Other evidence 
The venue has CCTV which captures the incident. The pub manager is in Ireland. He has been 
contacted and can remotely access the CCTV system. He states he has downloaded the footage but 
could not get the email of it through to PC 937QK. 
Manager xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx. xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Brent Council footage shows the group on a long shot, not good enough for identification purposes, 
entering Braemar Avenue, NWIO. 

PS CRYAN 31QK attended and aware. QKIN aware. 
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22/05/2017 07:41 

PC 233774 175QK J RUSSELL 

All exhibits are booked into 66 at QD on 66/3100. 

22/05/2017 07:48 

PC 233774 175QK J RUSSELL 

Violent Crime - Initial Risk Assessment 

The MPS has a responsibility to protect individuals from threats that appear to be real and immediate. 

An initial risk assessment on the CRIS report must be completed when reporting any of the offences 
below. 

Assaults (including sexual assault) 
Harassment 
Weapons offences 
Threats to kill 
Robbery 
Any crime where the suspect is considered dangerous 

1) Risk Assessment - First Officer 

All available information must be gathered and accessed at the first available opportunity. You must 
establish as much of the background to the offence as possible whilst at the scene including appropriate 
Intelligence checks. You are trying to ascertain the risk of the victim or others suffering violence from 
the suspect. 

Risk Assessment Initial Investigating Officer 

Initial Investigating Officer: PC 175QK RUSSELL 
Have CRIS checks been carried out? (Victim - and if known Suspect - 3 years previous): Yes 
Have CRIMINT checks been carried out? (Victim - and if known Suspect): No 
Has the Victim received any Injuries? Viw 1 Swelling, cuts and grazes to head, bruised chest 

and collapsed left lung. 
Viw 2 Cuts to face. 
Viw 3 Reddening to neck. 

• Has the victim received medical treatment? Viw 1 taken to St Marys. Scan and chest drain. 
Admitted. 
Viw 2 LAS at scene only. 
Viw 3 No treatment. 
• Are the Parties known to each other? No. 
• Does any History between them involve violence or the threat of violence? N/A 
• Does the suspect know where to locate the victim? Viw 3 works in the pub 
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22/05/2017 07:48 

PC 233774 175QK J RUSSELL 

where the offence took place. 
Viws 1 and 2 drink there. 
• Has the suspect threatened to repeat the violence or the threat of violence? No. 
• Is the victim a vulnerable adult or child? No. 
• Is there any evidence of an escalation of violence and / or obsessive behaviour? No. 
• Does any violence involve the threat and / or use of a weapon? Pint glasses thrown at people. 
• Are there any cultural dimensions to this case - such as so called 'honour-based violence'? 
No. 
• Are there any warning signals or previous violent offences? U/K. 

Risk Level? 

STANDARD. 

Risk Management 

Remove Risk? Viw 1 in hospital. Viw 2 and 3 at home. Suspects have left the scene and are 
currently unidentified. 
Avoid Risk? Viw 1 in hospital. Viw 2 and 3 at home. Suspects have left the scene and are 
currently unidentified. 
Reduce Risk? Viw 1 in hospital. Viw 2 and 3 at home. Suspects have left the scene and are 
currently unidentified. 
Accept Risk? Viw 1 in hospital. Viw 2 and 3 at home. Suspects have left the scene and are 
currently unidentified. 

Now copy the completed risk assessment onto your CRIS report 

Record your risk assessment on CRIS based on what you have established and make an assessment of 
STANDARD, MEDIUM, or HIGH RISK - with supporting comments for this assessment. If the 
suspect is identifiable, ensure you have created an arrest CAD which is to be left often for other 
officers to attempt to arrest the suspect. 

~ If the risk assessment is MEDIUM or HIGH, inform the Duty Officer immediately ~ 

22/05/2017 07:55 

PC 233774 175QK J RUSSELL 

JMR/2 and JMR/3 photographs of injuries to John WALSH. 
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22/05/2017 08:24 

PC 233774 175QK J RUSSELL 

Swabs were taken of Michelle COLLINS neck by PC ROGERS 248QK and booked onto same 66 and 
freezer 105 at QD. 

22/05/2017 08:42 

PC 233774 175QK J RUSSELL 

MGl I's, 172, Crime scene log and photos placed in CID in tray on 5th floor Sudbury House. PS 
WADE aware. 

22/05/2017 09:31 

CIV 68870 J ORFORD 

Shoemark in blood labelled Photo 'A' photographed by SEP J Orford. 
Memory card containing images has been forwarded to the IPT at Lambeth. 
If photographic albums are required for court, please complete Form 4815D and e-mail to 'CSE Repeat 
order requests - SCD4'. Allow a minimum of 21 days for delivery (include photographer's surname 
ORFORD and examination report number 2549205). 

22/05/2017 10:08 

ADS 230432 977QK L TAYLOR - ROSE 

Supervisor Update:-

Allegation of assault whereby victim has sustained GBH injuries following a fight in GREENES BAR, 
362-364 NEASDEN LANE NORTH, NWIO. 

**Circumstances** 

Police were called at 23:54HRS to venue by VIW4 stating there was an unconscious male at the 
location following a fight. 

VIW3 a member of bar staff provides a statement detailing the movements of a group of 6 males inside 
the venue who start the fight. After being in the venue and drinking for a number of hours, the group 
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Details of Investigation 
have become aggressive requesting more drinks when the venue is due to close. VIW3 has refiised to 
serve them and as a result has been assaulted by members of the group who have the begun throwing 
glasses. Staff have managed to shut the group of suspects outside the venue, but on doing so have shut 
a regular customer VIWl outside also. On being caught outside, VIWl has fallen onto his back and has 
had items thrown at him by suspects before kicking him 
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22/05/2017 10:08 

ADS 230432 977QK L TAYLOR - ROSE 

repeatedly. The group then make off towards Neasden Lane North. 

* * Scene/Exhibits* * 

Crime scene set up at location. SOCO attended and were asked to seize bottles from bin that suspect's 
had been drinking from. 

Various BWV footage of scene retrieved. Clothing from inside the venue believed to belong to suspects 
seized. 

Venue is covered by CCTV. The pub manager lives in Ireland however has been contacted re CCTV. 
His details contained on DETS by IIO. 

Brent Council CCTV shows suspects rurming from venue to Braemar Avenue however IIO states not 
good enough quality for identification purposes. 

CCTV trawl completed shows there are other cameras available. 

** Victim** 

The victim was taken to St Marys hospital with head injuries and a collapsed lung which requires a 
chest drain. His injuries were deemed not life changing/Ufe threatening by Dr xxxxxxx Victim will 
remain in hospital for the next few days. Victim was intoxicated at time of assault and due to his 
condition was not in a fit state to have a statement recorded. 
Continuity officer attended St Marys with victim. Victim had a head and chest scan- no internal head 
injuries shown. 
Victim remains in the Trauma Ward at St Marys. 

**Witnesses** 

A number of witnesses to the offence have been identified however a number of them were intoxicated 
at the time and therefore unable to provide statements. 

Statement recorded from VIW3 who was initially assaulted by suspects. 

**Suspects** 

Suspects described as six ICl males of Police origin around 20 years of age. No frirther details known 
at this stage. 
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22/05/2017 10:08 

ADS 230432 977QK L TAYLOR - ROSE 

ACTION PLAN:-

-OIC to attend St Marys hospital and obtain update on victim's condition. Establish an initial account if 
in a suitable condition and arrange time to record a statement. 

-Contact to be made with all witnesses and statements to be arranged. 

-CCTV enquiries around offence location. Full CCTV trawl completed already and listed in DETS. 
Contact with manager of venue re CCTV- VIIDO may be able to assist with download. 

-Liaise with SOCO re exhibits seized- suspects clothing and bottles they were drinking from. Forensic 
strategy to be completed. 

22/05/2017 10:08 

ADS 230432 977QK L TAYLOR-ROSE 

OIC Changed 

22/05/2017 13:14 

PS 200292 37QK PMMCKAY 

CID aware and dealing 

PS 37QK E/T QK2 

22/05/2017 14:26 

SCENE EX 91696 

From SOCO (updated on behalf of FP x).... 

Scene attended, photographed by FP x & examined. Following Exhibits retrieved: 
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Details of Investigation 

Photo 'A' - shoemark in blood on pavement outside venue 
LMKC/1 - One wet and one dry swab of rim of'Fosters' pint glass found on comer of bar in pool room 
LMKC/2 - One wet and one dry swab of the rim of another 'Fosters' pint glass foimd next to glass 
described in LMKC/1 
LMKC/3 - One wet and one dry swab of rim of another 'Fosters' pint glass found next to the glass in 
Exhibit LMKC/1 
LMKC/4 - One wet and one dry swab of rim of another 'Fosters' pint glass found next of the glass in 
LMKC/1 
LMKC/5 - One wet and one dry swab of another 'Fosters' pint glass found next to glass in Exhibit 
LMKC/1 
LMKC/6 - One wet and one dry swab of rim of'Ciuc 0.5L' green glass bottle found in bin next to 
comer of bar in pool room 
LMKC/7 - One wet and one dry swab of rim of 
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22/05/2017 14:26 

SCENE EX 91696 E x 

another 'Ciuc 0.5L' green glass botde found with bottle in LMKC/6 
LMKC/8 - One wet and one dry swab of rim of another 'Ciuc 0.5L' green glass bottle found with bottle 
in LMKC/6 
LMKC/9 - One wet and one dry swab of the rim rim of another 'Ciuc 0.5L' green glass bottle found 
with bottle in LMKC/6 
LMKC/10 - One green jacket endorsed 'Refined Rebel, M' found on seat to right of front door of venue 
(containing a set of headphones) 
LMKC/11 - One green jacket endorsed 'Supply & Demand, L' found on seat ot left of fire exit door in 
pool room 
LMKC/12 - One black jacket endorsed 'Burton Menswear, M' found under LMKC/11 
LMKC/13 - One ticket endorsed 'No League Finals Day, Sunday 21 May 2017, Block 143, Row 6, Seat 
261' found in front right pocket of LMKC/12 
LMKC/14 - One wet swab of blood-like substance in Photo 'A' 
LMKC/15 - Lift of fingermarks from side of same glass in Exhibit LMKC/2 
LMKC/16 - Lift of ifhgermarks from side of same glass 
LMKC/17 - Lift of fingermarks from side of same glass as in Exhibit LMKC/4 
LMKC/18 - Lift of fingermarks from side of same glass 
LMKC/19 - Lift of fingermarks from side of same bottle as LMKC/6 

Exhibits LMKC/10 - 14 inclusive handed to PC SHAHEEN on scene. 

22/05/2017 14:47 

PC 232379 393QK J MOORHOUSE 

UPDATE re CCTV - TDC MOORHOUSE 

ORIENTAL COMPUTERS LTD - 370 NEASDEN LANE, NWIO, spoke to xxx xxx. Camera is a 
working camera but the main system is stored remotely away from the shop, xxx has been given the 
timings 2300-0100 to download onto discs and will be contacting the CID office when the footage is 
ready for collection. Txxxxxxxx 

- 388 NEASDEN LANE, NWIO, spoken to. 
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PC 232379 393QK J MOORHOUSE 

The CCTV system is accessed remotely and not within the shop itself xxxx has been given the timings 
of 2300 - 0100 to download footage onto a disc and will be contacting the CID office when the footage 
is ready for collection. Txxxxxxx. The camera faces away from NEASDEN CIRCLE so may not 
capture the SUSP for this matter. 

Ixxxxxxxxxxxx - 386 NASDEN LANE, NWIO spoken to and have shown TDC MOORHOUSE dieir 
footage they can access on their systems. The camera footage faces towards NEASDEN CIRCLE but is 
not crystal clear. They were not in a position to download footage there and then but have been given 
the timings of 2300 - 0100 to download onto a USB. This may be available by the end of closing on 
22/05/2017 and they will contact the CID office when available. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxx- 3xx NEASDEN LANE, NWIO spoken to staff who spoke Umited English and do not 
know about the CCTV systems. Details of manager xxxxxxgiven. Phone call to be made in relation to 
CCTV 

22/05/2017 14:48 

PC 232379 393QK J MOORHOUSE 

MARIUS phone NRRR 

22/05/2017 15:10 

PC 197692 504TP CM BLOUNT 

Classification confirmed 

22/05/2017 15:11 

PC 197692 504TP CM BLOUNT 

Screened In 

22/05/2017 15:12 
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Details of Investigation 
PC 197692 504TP CM BLOUNT 

OIC Changed 

23/05/2017 08:21 

PC 238058 966JC J ROBB 

******** **s|!**********QJ(-| Upj-J^'J'g** ****** ****************** 
I have attended St Mary's hospital and met with Mr xxxxx. Mr xxxxxx is currently in a lot of 
discomfort having suffered broken and cracked ribs, a perforated lung which was still being drained 
and trauma to his head. He is badly cut and bruised and his right eye is swollen shut. Mr xxxx was 
waiting to see another specialist who was going to advise if he needed to have reconstructive surgery. 

Mr xxxxx was not in a position to provide a statement but his initial account is that he was aware of 5 
or 6 Eastern European 
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PC 238058 966JC J ROBB 

males being in the bar who began antagonizing a group of travellers who were trying to play pool. Mr 
xxxxxxx states that the travellers gave up trying to play pool and sat in the same part of the bar as him. 
Later in the evening, he became aware of the Eastern European males harassing the bar maid and he 
has attempted to do the chivalrous thing before being set upon by the group. Mr xxxxxx is unable to 
give a description of the males at this time. Mr xxxxxx has stated that he will provide a statement upon 
his release from hospital. 

I have also spoken with Ms xxxxxxx who has been badly shaken by what has happened to her. She has 
added that she has suffered bruising and is sore as a result of what has happened to her. I have asked 
her to take photographs of her injuries which we can exhibit in the future and explained that we would 
offer her the opportunity to provide a victim personal statement. 

I have also attempted to call Mr xxxxxxx who was also injured but I have not been able to reach him on 
both of his mobile phones. 

24/05/2017 10:23 

PC 238058 966JC J ROBB 

OIC Changed 
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